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 with the cells of the larval salivary gland.
 Therefore, any specific conclusions ap-
 plied to one class of somatic cells having
 restricted synthetic activities during an
 immature developmental stage. Pseu-
 donurse cells, in contrast, are derived
 from the germ line, are present in the
 reproductive system of the adult female,
 and contain chromosomes that undergo a
 greater variety of morphological changes
 during their growth than do salivary
 gland chromosomes. Since all chromo-
 some arms can be cytologically marked,
 the synthetic activities of specific chro-
 mosome segments can be contrasted at
 various developmetital stages. The dif-
 ferential replication of euchromatin and
 heterochromatin and the relation be-
 tween the relative amounts of chfomo-
 somal proteins and the coiling behaviors
 of these giant chromosomes are also
 targets for future investigations.
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 Although it is clear that cells must
 conmhunicate during morphogenesis lit-
 tle is known about how they do so. The
 cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoi-
 deum can be used to examine this ques-
 tion. During one phase of its life cycle,
 separated amoebae begin to communi-
 cate and aggregate to form a multicellu-
 lar structure which later undergoes a
 series of shape changes (1-5). Monolay-
 ers of cells on agar become segregated
 into territories; cells within each territo-
 ry are attracted to its center. Early in
 aggregation, cells move in steps, advanc-
 ing for about 2 minutes and then stopping
 for about 5 minutes before moving again
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 (6,7). Moving cells are elongated, and in
 dark-field photographs appear lighter
 than stationary, rounded cells (7). Light
 bands (moving cells) form spiral or con-
 centric circular patterns about a center
 (see Fig. 1). In time-lapse films, each
 light band can be seen spreading out-
 wardly from a center as an enlarging ring
 as cells progressively farther from the
 center begin an inward movement step
 (8). It has been proposed that the chemo-
 tactic movement steps are coordinated
 by extracellular signals of adenosine
 3',5'-monophosphate (cyclic AMP)
 which are propagated outwardly from
 the center (9). In this scheme, a cell
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 Fig. 1. Organized waves of cell movement
 during aggregation in D. discoideum. Tech-
 niques for growth and development of NC-4
 amoebae closely followed those of Alcantara
 and Monk (7). "Starvation plates" were pre-
 pared just before use by pouring 9 ml of an
 autoclaved solution of 10 g of agar ( Difco),
 1.00 g of K2HPO4, 2.3 : g of KHPO4, and 0.5 g
 of MGSO4 per liter int:o 100-mm petri dishes
 (Falcon 1001). Amoebae, grown in associa-
 tion with Enterobacteraerogenes, were freed
 of bacteria, and 1 ml of a cell suspension at a
 density of 8 x 107 cells per milliliter was
 added to each plate. The cell suspension was
 spread evenly by shaking the dish, and the
 cells were allowed to settle for 20 minutes.

 Excess fluid was removed and the lid was left off the dish for an additional 20 minutes or until a
 thin layer of surface fluid remained. The cultures were incubated at 70C for 18 hours. Although
 the patterns shown were usually visible when the cultures were removed from the incubator,
 removal of the lid for about 15 to 20 minutes enhanced their appearance. Illumination was
 provided by a dark-field condensing lens system as described by Gross et al. (8). Calibration
 bar, I cm.
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 Adenosine 3',5'-Monophosphate Waves in Dictyostelium

 discoideum: A Demonstration by Isotope Dilution-Fluorography

 Abstract. The distribution of adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate (cyclic AMP) in
 fields of aggregating amoebae of Dictyostelium discoideum was examined by a novel
 isotope dilution-fluorographic technique. Cellular cyclic AMP was visualized by its
 competition with exogenous 3H-labeled cyclic AMP for high-affinity binding sites on
 protein kinase immobilized on a Millipore filter used to blot the monolayer. The
 cyclic AMP was distributed in spiral or concentric circular wave patterns which
 centered on the foci of the aggregations. These patterns were correlated with those
 of cell shape change that propagate through the monolayers: cells in regions of high
 concentrations of cyclic AMP were elongated (presumably moving up a cyclic AMP
 gradient), whereas those in regions of low cyclic AMP concentrations were randomly
 directed. The highest cyclic AMP concentrations were about 10-6M. The widths of
 the regions of elevated cyclic AMP were about 0.3 to I millimeter which, assuming a
 wave velocity of 300 micrometers per minute, suggests that a cell signals for about I
 to 3 minutes. These observations support the hypothesis that the aggregation
 process in Dictyostelium is mediated by the periodic relay of cyclic AMP signals and
 suggest a simple scheme for the dynamics of the aggregation process.
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 responds in two ways to cyclic AMP: it
 relays the signal by releasing additional
 cyclic AMP, and it moves in the direc-
 tion from which the signal approaches. It
 has been shown that isolated amoebae

 can move up cyclic AMP gradients and
 release cyclic AMP in response to cyclic

 AMP stimuli (10-12). The hypothesis
 that the relay of cyclic AMP signals
 occurs during chemotactic aggregation
 on a surface is reasonable; however, the
 proposed waves of cyclic AMP have
 never been observed.

 We now report direct visuali

 Fig. 2. Fluorographic ...
 image of cyclic AMP
 waves. Amoebae were

 developed to an early
 aggregation stage as
 described in Fig. 1. A
 Millipore filter (HA
 type, 0.45 gm, 9.0 cm
 in diameter) was
 soaked in 10 percent
 acetic acid contain-
 ing 2.5 x 10-8M 3H-
 labeled cyclic AMP
 (New England Nucle-
 ar; specific activity 37
 Ci/mmole), blotted to remove excess fluid, and gently layered onto the cell monolayerga
 minute the culture was moved to a 4?C room where the following steps were carried
 second filter, which had previously been soaked in a solution of protein kinase (1 mg/ml),
 in 100 mM sodium acetate, pH 7, blotted, and set aside for several minutes, was layere
 the first. [Protein kinase was prepared from bovine heart (34); there was a total of 0.4
 cyclic AMP binding sites per square centimeter of the Millipore filter.] After 4 minut
 upper filter was removed, washed three times for 5 minutes each time in separate
 volumes of 17 mM potassium phosphate buffer,pH 6.2. The filter was blotted and left tc
 room temperature. When completely dried, it was dipped in a solution containing 7 g
 diphenyloxazole (New England Nuclear) per 100 ml of toluene, then dried again. The fill
 placed between two clear plastic sheets and the side of the filter which had been agai
 lower filter was pressed against x-ray film (Kodak X-Omat R, XR-5) for 22 days at -70C
 film was developed for 5 minutes in D19 (Kodak), fixed for 2 minutes, washed extensive
 running water, and dried. The fluorograph was used as a negative to make this print. Cali
 bar, 1 cm. (Completely black circles are artifacts caused by air bubbles trapped between I
 filters.)

 Fig. 3. Relativ
 tions of movi

 signaling cell
 Dark-field ph(
 of a section

 monolayer whi
 duced the fluoi

 shown in Fig.
 The thin black

 (A) were tract
 series of dots
 sheet of clear

 The fluorogral
 used as negati
 aligned with tl
 ing to make thi

 of the distribution of cyclic AMP in a
 monolayer of aggregating amoebae. The
 distribution of cyclic AMP was deter-
 mined by using a competitive binding
 assay modified to occur on a surface as
 described below. Two Millipore filters

 ization were sequentially layered onto a mono-
 layer. Cyclic AMP was drawn from the
 cells into the lower filter which con-

 tained 3H-labeled cyclic AMP. Within 1
 minute, a second filter, with protein ki-

 nase uniformly adsorbed to it, was
 placed on the first, and the cyclic AMP
 drawn into it bound to the protein ki-
 nase. The upper filter was washed exten-
 sively to remove unbound cyclic AMP,
 and then the bound labeled cyclic AMP
 was detected by fluorography. In this
 procedure the cyclic AMP extracted
 from the cells mixes with 3H-labeled

 cyclic AMP in the lower filter, reducing
 After 1 its specific activity and, therefore, the
 out. A amount of labeled cyclic AMP bound by
 rinsed the kinase on the upper filter. The re-
 ,,d onto
 x lol gions of the monolayer containing high

 es, the cyclic AMP concentrations significantly
 120-ml decrease the specific activity of the la-
 dry at beled cyclic AMP and appear as light
 of 2,5-
 nter a areas on a dark background in the fluoro- ter was

 inst the graph (or as dark areas on a light back-
 'C. The ground in a print of the fluorograph).
 ily with The pattern of cyclic AMP distribution
 bration in a monolayer of aggregating amoebae
 the two

 revealed by fluorography resembled the
 patterns of cell morphology seen in dark-
 field photographs. Figure 2 shows that
 the dark bands (high concentrations of
 cyclic AMP) form spiral or concentric
 circular patterns on a lighter back-
 ground. Bands intersect but do not
 cross; overlapping arcs were not ob-
 served. Rather, V-shaped structures face
 each other at the two points of intersec-
 tion of the arcs. The widths of the bands

 e ranged from 0.3 to 1 mm and the dis-
 ig and tances between their centers varied from
 s. (A) 0.5 to 2 mm. Both the width of the bands
 otograph and the interband spacing increased with
 of the distance from the center of the territory.
 ich pro- We established that differences in opti-
 2. (B) cal density in the fluorographs reflect
 lines in differences in cyclic AMP concentration
 ed by a within the cell monolayer. First, treat-
 onto a ment of regions of the monolayer for 5
 plastic.
 ph was minutes with 1 mM NaN3 [an inhibitor of
 ive and cyclic AMP synthesis (13)] eliminated
 he trac- bands from those regions of the fluoro-
 s print- graph. Second, fluorographs of un-

 washed upper filters did not show bands,
 indicating that 3H-labeled cyclic AMP
 was transferred uniformly from the low-
 er to the upper filter. Therefore, the
 patterns observed in washed filters must
 represent differences in the amount of
 labeled cyclic AMP bound to protein
 kinase. Third, bands were not detected
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 when the concentration of labeled cyclic
 AMP in the lower filter was increased to

 5 x 10-7M. Presumably, not enough cy-
 clic AMP is drawn from the cells to

 significantly dilute the specific activity of
 this higher concentration. Fourth, 1-mm
 spots of 4 x 10-7M to 2 x 10-7M cyclic
 AMP applied to an agar surface pro-
 duced nearly superimposable spots on
 the fluorographs (14).

 The fluorographs were used to esti-
 mate the duration of an amoeba's signal-
 ing response in situ (15-20). A band
 represents an area of increased cyclic
 AMP concentration, that is, "signaling"
 cells (13, 21). The width of the band is
 the distance the wave travels during the
 time a cell is signaling. These widths
 vary from 0.3 to 1.0 mm, suggesting that
 the signal duration can vary. The veloci-
 ty of the cyclic AMP waves is the same
 as that of the bands in dark-field photo-
 graphs, about 300 ,um per minute (6, 7,
 22), indicating a range in signal duration
 from about 1 to 3.3 minutes [see (14)].

 To determine the timing of a cell's
 movement and signaling responses, we
 compared fluorographs and dark-field
 photographs of the same region of mono-
 layer (compare A and B in Fig. 3) (23-
 26). In dark-field photographs, a thin
 black line is apparent at the distal edge of
 the light bands (see Figs. 1 and 3A). A
 tracing of these lines was superimposed
 on the corresponding fluorograph. They
 aligned just distally to the bands of in-
 creased cyclic AMP (Fig. 3B). This indi-
 cates that the amoebae begin to move
 and signal at approximately the same
 time and that for a period they do both
 simultaneously. It was difficult to deter-
 mine which response ceases first be-
 cause the proximal edges of the light
 bands in the photographs were not clear-
 ly discernible.

 The fluorographic images prove that
 there are cyclic AMP waves in the cell
 monolayer, give detailed information on
 their dimensions and concentration

 range, and indicate the relative position
 of the moving and signaling cells. Taken
 together with observations of the signal-
 ing response in vitro this information
 suggests a simple scheme for the dynam-
 ics of cyclic AMP signal relay and che-
 motaxis (see Fig. 4). We propose that the
 leading edge of the cyclic AMP wave is
 the gradient that orients a cell during a
 chemotactic movement step [see (27, 28)
 for quantitation of the cyclic AMP gradi-
 ent]. As the cyclic AMP wave advances
 its mean extracellular concentration in-

 creases and the cell's rate of cyclic AMP
 secretion increases. Nevertheless, the
 cell remains in a gradient because cells
 closer to the peak are secreting at still

 24 APRIL 1981

 Vw Fig. 4. Dynamics of signal re-
 - -~* ~lay and chemotaxis. The

 .--- 2 to 3 mm - 1o-6M heavy line representing the cy-
 (6 to 10 minutes) cldie AMP concentration is

 C\ yclicAMP drawn from analyses of scans
 \ wave of the optical density of fluoro-

 \ l; \ z* graphic images of the cyclic
 \ 7 \ S Er AMP waves [Fig. 2; see (27)].

 \ Adaptation / \ The concentrations given are
 \ process / \ for total cyclic AMP detected

 \\,r ,'~ I \ > me>in our measurements; extra-
 '\~ ,,~ 1 \ 3~ -~ ~ cellular concentrations may be

 -\ i '" ' considerably lower [see (13,
 ->_ 1 mm - 10 -8 M 21)]. Symbols in lower part of ^*?^1 mm ?^^^^?^?" ~ diagram represent a single ra- '(3 minutes) dial line of cells. Each would

 aa???ja?? ** Q'K*represent about 50 cells at a
 density of 106 per square centi-

 4~-*--?p ~meter. Large arrows represent
 VC chemotactically oriented cells

 while circles represent ran-
 domly oriented cells. (These symbols are shown as open or closed to correspond with the light
 bands and dark background seen in dark-field photographs. Two shaded circles indicate that the
 proximal edge in the dark-field photographs was not always clearly discernible.) Arrow vectors
 indicate the speed and direction of motion of the cyclic AMP wave (Vw, 300 km/min) and the
 moving cells (Vc -- 20 ptm/min).

 higher rates. After several minutes, the
 peak of the cyclic AMP wave reaches the
 cell and it ceases its chemotactic move-

 ment step. [Since the cyclic AMP waves
 revealed by fluorography are quite sym-
 metric, it is puzzling why a cell does not
 reorient (away from the center) as the
 wave passes (29).] In this scheme the
 duration of a movement step is deter-
 mined not by internal cellular parameters
 but rather by the width and velocity of
 the cyclic AMP waves (30). The width,
 and perhaps velocity, of the waves are
 probably determined by the kinetics of
 the cyclic AMP signaling response.
 When cells are stimulated in vitro with

 cyclic AMP the rate of cyclic AMP se-
 cretion accelerates for about 2 to 3 min-

 utes and gradually declines to basal lev-
 els (20). These kinetics of cyclic AMP
 synthesis are entirely consistent with the
 shapes of the waves we detected in situ.

 The transient nature of the cyclic AMP
 signaling response has been understood
 in terms of an adaptation process (31).
 The adaptation process has been
 sketched into Fig. 4. Cells on the proxi-
 mal edge of the wave remain adapted for
 a time after cyclic AMP has been low-
 ered. This explains why no overlapping
 arcs are observed in the fluorographs
 (Fig. 2). When wave fronts meet, adapt-
 ed cells are encountered on each side of

 the boundary and consequently neither
 wave can be propagated. Gradually the
 adaptation process decays and the cells
 resensitize in time to respond to the next
 wave.

 The technique of isotope dilution-fluo-
 rography provides a link between bio-
 chemical studies on isolated amoebae of

 Dictyostelium and observations of their
 behavior during aggregation. Further-

 more, it should be generally applicable to
 culture monolayers, mutant colony se-
 lection, or even tissue slices, given the
 availability of binding proteins of high
 affinity and specificity (such as antibod-
 ies) directed against cellular or secreted
 biomolecules of interest.

 K. J. TOMCHIK

 P. N. DEVREOTES*

 Department of Biochemistry,
 University of Chicago,
 Chicago, Illinois 60637
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 serve to detect such contamination.

 We present here a comprehensive list-
 ing of documented instances of inter- and
 intraspecies cell culture contamination
 (Tables I to 3) (1-133). In 1976 (26) we
 listed the references to all known publi-
 cations that had served to relate strains

 of HeLa cells to each other and to indict

 a large number of other purported human
 cell lines as HeLa contaminants. A total

 of 103 sources provided these cultures.
 Indictment followed when the cells ex-

 hibited (i) type A (fast) mobility for
 G6PD, (ii) type 1 for both PGM1 and
 PGM3, (iii) absence of a Y chromosome
 by fluorescent staining, particularly in
 cases where the cell donors were known

 to have been male, and (iv) possession of
 a complex of trypsin-Giemsa banded
 marker chromosomes reported in known
 HeLa cells. The list served investigators
 both as a ready reference to information
 on HeLa cells and as a signal to the
 possibility that cells with designations
 such as those listed might in fact be
 HeLa cells. The reevaluation of the

 provenance of published cell lines estab-
 lished from human tumors (101) was also
 of value, because it was among cell lines
 still extant and available for research

 that many contaminants were discov-
 ered.

 When the HeLa cell contamination of

 many cell lines became known a major
 effort was made to inform users of cell

 cultures that in spite of these problems
 there were available many bona fide
 lines representing not only the original
 donors' cells (102), but also cells repre-
 senting the specific tumor of origin (103).
 However, the results of this effort had to
 be further revised because it was subse-

 quently discovered that while all the
 cells described were not HeLa, a number
 of lines had been contaminated with an-

 other human tumor cell line, SW-480
 (104, 105).

 Previously, a number of publications
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 had revealed cell contamination prob-
 lems, mostly of an interspecies nature,
 but in general these did not specify the
 precise contaminating cell line [for sum-
 maries see (106-108)]. In this report we
 have tabulated (Table 1) the karyologic,
 serologic, immunologic, enzymologic,
 and other data that serve to characterize

 specific cell cultures. We have updated
 information on cultures from the same

 sources as previously listed (26) and pre-
 sent references to cultures, many with
 new designations, from 41 additional
 sources. The results should serve as an

 up-to-date reference to contaminated
 cultures and a further warning that other
 cultures so designated may be contam-
 inated as well.

 Earlier studies concentrated on the

 mobility patterns of a few isoenzymes
 (for example, LDH, G6PD, and PGM1
 and 2). More recently, cells in culture
 have been examined for their allozyme
 genetic signatures representing the com-
 posite enzyme phenotype at increasing
 numbers of loci. The expression of HLA
 antigens on the cell surface has also been
 studied more extensively.

 In addition to being contaminated with
 HeLa cells, some human cell lines have
 been cross-contaminated with other hu-

 man cells. Detection of type A mobility
 for G6PD is not in itself sufficient for

 indictment of a cell as HeLa (71, 105),
 particularly since there are now a num-
 ber of newer cell lines expressing this
 genetic trait (68, 71, 109). Although this
 number is still small compared to the
 number of cells with G6PD type B, it is
 interesting that a non-HeLa cell with
 type A may be involved in another con-
 tamination event. Thus, one report (68)
 mentions disparity between two cultures
 of EB-3 cells at different laboratories in

 regard to G6PD, one being type A, the
 other type B. EB-3 is a well-known lym-
 phoblast-like cell derived from a patient
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 Cross-Contamination of Cells in Culture

 Abstract. Lists are presented of references to all known publications describing
 cell properties that serve to characterize (i) known strains of HeLa and purported
 human cell lines indicted as HeLa contaminants, (ii) strains of human cell lines
 contaminated with human but non-HeLa cells, and (iii) strains of cells contaminated
 by cells from one or more other species. Frequencies of cell cross-contaminations
 are cited and references are presented to relatively simple techniques that could
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